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Abstract
In this letter we propose analytical evaluation method for the electron density and the energy
density in multi-layered high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs). The algorithm is used to simulate the variation of the electron density and the energy density against temperature of heterojunction AlGaN/GaN. The proposed procedure guaranties the reliable application of the contribution of multi-layered HEMTs structure. In conclusion, the obtained results are estimated and
discussed.
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1. Introduction
Mathematical modeling plays an important role in design and manufacture of the semiconductor devices. In
other words, the modeling of such devices can solve countered problems. The Metal Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistors and the High Electron Mobility Transistors can be used as microwave oscillators, switches, attenuators and amplifiers intended for ultra-high speed discrete circuit elements [1]-[3]. This kind of devices can also
be incorporated into monolithic integrated circuit in modern technology. The requirement for high power and
high frequency involves transistor devices based on semiconductor materials with both large breakdown voltage
and the high electron velocity. Two advantageous of devices can be counted. One is the presence of wide bandgap, which leads to high breakdown voltages and high saturation velocity. Second it is the existence of many
heterostructure with high conduction band-offset and high piezoelectricity, which results high sheet carrier densities [3] [4].
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The ability of GaN to form heterojunction makes it superior compared to other nitride semiconductors. A
typical such device consists of ternary semiconductor layers with different proportion of mole fraction of aluminum.
A heterojunction device is shown in Figure 1. In the layer’s interface the electrons are kept in thin potential
well and the scattering progresses of electrons are insignificant, therefore the fast operation occurs.
The conventional devices progressed with metallic pads may require either a precise etching control for the
gate recess or heavy doping for the junction gate. Therefore they should show a problem of small transconductance due to a large parasitic resistance. Recently, to construct these multilayer devices, some specific processes
have presented. As can be understood, the design and constructing of such devices are not easy. It requires very
remarkable growth for optimization. To help understand the operational mechanisms of these structures and to
optimize their design various modeling methods have been developed [5]-[8]. Trading with the current continuity and energy transport equations a covering method with special functions has been given by Cole and Snowden [9]. The counting of the Schrödinger equation adds considerably difficulties to the solutions and numerical
routines. Further modification factors were also added to the numerical routines by Cole [10].
As the aim of the present, the corrected accurate analytical method established in Ref. [11] has been applied
to realistic the GaN based multilayer device to optimize their design. Therefore it is going to be shown that the
instant mathematical and numerical modeling engages an important role in picturing the corresponding energy
and electron densities for such structures.

2. Definitions and Calculations Formulas
In Cole’s approximation, the estimated formulas for the energies and electron concentrations reduces to
I r ( a, b ) functions. I r ( a, b ) functions are replacement of the Fermi integrals. Therefore to evaluate the
I r ( a, b ) functions more accurate than what existing methods have, a contribution can be arranged for analytical
expression I r ( a, b ) and be easily implemented with an algebraic computer language. In the Refs. [8] [9], the
authors have presented a well-defined theoretical framework of approximation for multilayered High Electron
Mobility Transistors (HEMTs). Further, an efficient analytical approach has been recently given by Mamedov
[12].
The total electron density is given by
=
n n2 + n3 ,
(1)
as Cole suggested, n2 for the “two-dimensional” electrons is the contribution from the subbands given by the
solution of the Schrödinger Equation and n3 for the “three-dimensional” electrons is the bulk electron density.
In Equation (1) the quantities are defined as, respectively, for outside the potential well
 q

=
n2 0=
and n3 N c 3 F1 2  ( EF − EC )  ,
 kB


(2)

for inside the potential well
 q
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=
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(3)

Also the corresponding expressions for the energy density in full non-degenerate case are defined by for outside the quantum wells
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Figure 1. AlGaN/GaN HFET device structure and the band offset of different layers.
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(4)

for inside the quantum wells
2
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(6)

where the electron concentration and the electron effective mass is depicted like
 m* k BT 
=
Nc3 2 
=
m*
and
2 
2π




( 0.067 + 0.083x ) me .

It can be seen from Equations (2)-(6), the formulas for electron density and energy density in a HEMTs device reduced to I r ( a, b ) and Fr (η ) Fermi functions. The definition I r ( a, b ) and Fr (η ) functions are
given in the following form, respectively
Fr (η ) =
I r ( a, b ) =

∞
xr
1
dx
Γ ( r + 1) ∫0 1 + e x −η

(7)

∞
1
xr
dx .
Γ ( r + 1) ∫b 1 + e x −( a + b )

(8)

In Ref. [11] the integrals J r ( a, b ) and Fr (η ) have been given following simply structured formulas, respectively
 r b r +1
F ( a ) for integer r
∑
I r ( a, b ) =  i = 0 r + 1 i
 F ( a + b ) − J ( a, b ) for noninteger r
r
 r

 η r +1

1
N
N
η 1+ j Γ ( r + 1,η ( j + 1) )
Fr (η=
Fi ( −1) K i ( r ,η ) + lim N ′→∞ ∑ j 1 F j ( −1) e ( )
+ lim N →∞ ∑ i 1 =


)=
r +1
Γ ( r + 1)  r + 1
( j + 1)



(9)

(10)

where the quantities J r ( a, b ) have determined by the relation
 b r +1

1
N
J r ( a, b ) =
+ lim N →∞ ∑ i =1 Fi ( −1) e − ai K i ( r , b ) 

Γ ( r + 1)  r + 1


(11)

See Refs. [13] [14] for exact definitions of functions K i ( r ,η ) and Γ (α , x ) .

3. Applications and Discussions
To demonstrate the reliability of the method, the proposed formulas have been firstly implemented in existing
electron and energy density of the AlGaN/GaN based HEMT devices. The variation of the electron and energy
densities for inside and outside layers of the structure AlGaN/GaN against temperature are shown in Figures 2
and 3.
The implementation of different layers of HEMT device pursues that when Al content goes to zero, the energy and electron concentration values for GaN layer are found. Otherwise, dealing some nonzero values of Al
content gives the energy and electron concentration values for AlGaN layer.
Linear behavior of distributions demonstrates that used theoretical approximation yields sufficiently accuracy
for the values of alloy’s parameters. Figures 2 and 3 depict that the electron and energy concentrations are linearly
increase for the temperature values of T > 28 K in the AlGaN/GaN based devices. As seen from Figures 2
and 3, the electron and energy concentration are altering harmonically in the temperature range 0 < T < 28 K .
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Figure 2. Temperature dependent of energy density and electron density for AlGaN/GaN structure, Al content
x=0.
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Figure 3. Temperature dependent of energy density and electron density for AlGaN/GaN structure Al content
x = 0.20 .

should evaluate this circumstance as following. The average value of electron and energy concentrations in
semiconductor heterojunctions has not changed at the temperature range 0 < T < 28 K . It is understood that the
electrons are in a harmonically oscillating behavior in the temperature range 0 < T < 28 K . As far as we know,
there are no theoretical studies on the evaluation of semiconductor heterojunction in this temperature range.
Therefore, it is an important theoretical result of our study. Also we speculate that, the temperature value
T = 28 can be concluded as a changing point of electron and energy concentration of semiconductor heterojunctions.
The work is in progress for the theoretical calculation of the temperature dependence of the energy and electron concentrations of AlGaN/GaN structured HEMT devices. Note that the characteristics given above of the
heterojunctions with other semiconductor categories can be investigated with the same manner.
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